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Sakai Content Going Away After June

 

This video was made by TLPEC staff from the resource Lumen5 via its free option. While there are paid versions that offer more features,

quick videos can be generated with ease through the assistance of AI with the free version and may be a potential option to use in courses.

Including Juneteenth Education in Summer Courses

 

Summer courses have the opportunity to discuss an important topic in our country's history- Juneteenth. Consider

including information about this upcoming federal holiday in your summer courses. This is important to discuss in class as

it enforces historical awareness, promotes equity, and empowers black students. 

 

If interested, Canvas Commons has some pre-built Pages and Assignments designed for the undergraduate level that can be

integrated into courses. 

 

Historic Stats as of June 19, 2024

405 years since U.S. slavery began

237 years since the three-fifths compromise in the U.S. Constitution

216 years since the end of the U.S. slave trade

161 years after the Emancipation Proclamation

159 years after the emancipation of all slaves: Juneteenth

159 years since the Black Codes were enacted

147 years since Jim Crow laws were enforced

70 years since the beginning of the Civil Rights Movement

70 years since Brown v. Board of Education (desegregation of schools)

60 years since the 14th amendment (Civil Rights Act of 1964)

56 years since 14th amendment expansion: Fair Housing

15 years since the U.S. elected the first African American president.

3 years since Juneteenth became a federal holiday.

 

If faculty would like assistance integrating Juneteenth content into their courses, please contact TLPEC and we will be

happy to help.

 

AI Reshaping Education: 5-Minute Reads from Harvard

The topics included in this collection of articles focus on the potential of Generative AI to help create impactful and

personalized educational experiences for students. It offers faculty specific examples to begin integrating these tools into

their educational resources.

4 Simple Ways to Integrate AI

into Your Class

Provides methods to help faculty learn how

to integrate ChatGPT into their teaching.

What ChatGPT's Voice and

Image Capabilities Mean for

Educators

Includes classroom use cases for Generative

AI.

Stop Focusing on Plagiarism,

Even Though ChatGPT is Here

Tips to help faculty create a culture of

academic integrity with students.

What Custom GPTs Unlock for

Higher Ed

Provides three value-driving Generative AI

use cases.

Generative AI Can

Supercharge Your Academic

Research

Shows how LLMs serve as a research partner,

not a replacement.

Read the Articles

TLPEC has created a dropdown menu of Canvas resources which offers a curated list of answers to questions

posed by CSC educators. Below are two topics which recently have been brought up by faculty and are important

to share with the CSC Canvas community.

Canvas Resource Library

Students Using the Canvas Application & Time Zone Issues

 

Students using the Canvas mobile application located in a different time zone

than Mountain time will experience due date time changes that will cause

confusion. The application does not adjust due dates to accommodate the

Mountain time due dates. It is suggested that faculty inform students about this

issue to avoid late work (this is only an issue for the mobile app). An example

of a statement is as follows: 

 

When considering due dates on the calendar or anywhere else in Canvas,

it is crucial to note that all due dates are in Mountain Time. The Canvas

mobile app will automatically adjust due dates to your time zone. For

example, if a due date is on March 3 11:59 Mountain Time, and you travel

to Texas, the app will knock your due date an hour ahead and into the

next day on March 4 1:59 AM Central Time, which is 1 o'clock in the

morning. If you are in a time zone other than Mountain Time, be sure to

account for the time zone difference to avoid late penalties.

 

How-to Update Modules Button on Canvas Course Home Page

 

Did a Canvas course just get rolled into a current shell and now some of the

Home Page Quick Link buttons are not routing properly? If so, the following

instructions included will help to update the buttons.

Read More

 

Creating Instructional Videos for Courses: Screen

Recording

 

Using educational videos in courses

can help better engage students and

illustrate important concepts. This can

work especially well for online

learning but is also helpful for hybrid

face-to-face classes. Video (and other

multimedia) adds variety to

instruction and can also be a way to

engage learners in projects to

illustrate what they are learning.

Studies show that including videos in

college teaching improves learning.

Established universities such as

Columbia, Cornell, Harvard, NYU,

Vanderbilt, and Oxford have evidence-

based practices that help guide

instructors in creating impactful and

effective videos. One key theme from

all these institutions is ...

Continue Reading
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